1st Dam
LOVE TRUMPS HATE by Andover Hall. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
ALWAYS A STARLET by Balanced Image. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, including:


SIR PERFECT 2,2:00.4; 3,1:54f; 4,1:52.4f ($705,997) (Self Possessed). 9 wins, 4 thru 8.

PROUD VICTORY ROSE 3,1:59f; 4,1:58.3f ($75,493) (Muscles Yankee). 8 wins, 4 thru 3.

3rd Dam
STARLET RAYNE 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.4 ($36,955) by American Winner. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, third in heat Kentucky Filly Fut. From 6 living foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 2:00, including:

MUSCLESLIKESPARTY 4,1:58.3f ($75,493) (Muscles Yankee). 8 wins, 4 thru 3.

4th Dam

SIR PERSEVERANCE 2,2:00.4; 3,1:54f; 4,1:52.4f ($705,997) (Self Possessed). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. World Champion. At 2, winner Early Closer at Lexington (2); second in International Stakes S., Bluegrass S. At 3, winner elim. and Final Matron S., Bluegrass S.; second in heat Kentucky Fut. (2), Simcoe S., Zweig Mem.; third in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. Stanley Dancer T., elim. Canadian Trotting Classic. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. at Dover, leg Richie Prospect Ser. at Chester; second in Final Richie Prospect Ser. at Chester; third in elim. Titan Cup, leg Richie Prospect Ser. at Chester.


MY STARLET (M) 2,1:59.3; 3,1:58.1; 4,1:56.3 ($340,258) (Joie De Vie). 11 wins, 2 thru 4. World Champion. At 2, winner Final Goldsmith Maid T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Monticello; third in leg at Meadowlands, elim. New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; first in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Monticello; third in leg at Meadowlands, elim. New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, New Jersey Fut.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Monticello; third in leg at Meadowlands. Dam of MY STARCHIP 2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.2 ($383,356), NY STARLET 2,2:02; 3,1:57.1f ($155,410). Grandam of CLASSIC GRAND CRU 3,2:02; 1:54.3f-Europe ($1,160,300-Int.), VULCANIZE 2,2:02; 1:54.3f ($621,633), I KNOW MAGIC 3,1:59.5; 4,1:55.1 ($324,708), CONCENTRATION 2,1:54.1 ($253,603), TOP BILLING 2,2:02; 1:54.3f ($240,000-Int.), L A FREEWAY 2,1:59.2; 3,1:58.4 ($205,635), etc.

LADY STARLET (M) 2,1:59.2 ($251,112) (Joie De Vie). 8 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. and Final Merrie Annabelle T., Acorn S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2). At 3, third in Walnut Hall Stock Farm T. Dam of MY DOLLY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:56.4; 4,1:54.3 ($576,059), A CROWN FOR LINDY 3,1:56.3; 1:53.3f ($426,798), Grandam of MYTHICAL LINDY 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:53.2 ($629,104), MYTHICAL HAND 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:55.3f; 1:54.4f ($587,320), etc.


Producers:
AMERICAN STARLET 3,1:58.4f (dam of RELENTLESS DUKE 2,1:58.1; 3,1:56.3; 4,1:54.2; 5,1:51.3). Fortuna Dream (dam of FORTUNES DREAM 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:55.2; 1:55.1f-$280,965, CRUSADER DREAM 3,1:56; 4,1:54.4f-$233,268, grandam of LOUANDA DREAM 2,2:01; 1:54.3f-$165,487), La Starlet (grandam of BLOODSTOCKSHALL-TAB 3,1:54; 3,53f-$302,148, FEDERALRESERVENOTE 2,1:58.2f-$155,410), etc.

Next Dam - VICTORY STARLET 3,1:59.3 ($302,148) (Noble Victory-NATIVE STARLET 4,2:01.1-Star’s Pride)